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Graduate School To Offer New Courses

The Graduate School reports another step toward greater contribution to advanced education. This fall the curriculum has been expanded to offer a full year's work leading to advanced degrees. Twenty-two of them are pursuing the Bachelor's level in 1943. The summer session of that year found 100 miles to take evening and Saturday afternoon classes. The introduction of two semesters of advanced work in physical education in 1946.

Before this fall, majors had to attend either the summer or the extension courses. Now they may spend two regular semesters in advanced study and receive their masters in June.

Recent Veteran Restrictions Rescinded

The recent order restricting the right of veterans to change courses of study in schools under the G.I. bill has been cancelled. Veterans are now permitted to change courses and to take postgraduate study or to enroll in schools established under the G.I. bill for the first time.

The new regulations contain a ban on an additional restriction on education benefits, or wishing to change his course or instruction, must show in his application the name of the course and the institution.

The order becomes effective Nov. 1.

Beginning on that date, any veteran desiring additional training benefits, or wishing to change his course or instruction, must show in his application the name of the course and the institution.

Here are the latest figures on veteran enrollment at I. C. as of October 1949: Business, 141; Drama, 37; Music, 107; Ph. Ed., 308; Photography, 75; Graduate School, 34.

This is a total of 722, or a 17% drop over the new enrollment of the year, 875.

The vet's office is located in the Administrative Building, first floor, across from the Bursar's Office. If you have a veteran, please be sure to check with Mr. Devries or his assistant Mr. Mann.

Business Seniors Tour Plant As Guests Of National Association

On October 5, a group of students from the School of Business, accompanied by two faculty members, Mrs. E. Barton Dulac visited the Shep­ard and Nile Crane and Host Company at Montour Falls. These students were seniors and included the following: Oswald Quaas, Joseph Vincent, Daniel Maloney, and Ed­gar Bredbenner Jr. The group was shown the construction of various types of cranes, and hoisting. Such as welding, riveting, winding of coils, assembling of motors, and the milling of various parts. Different sizes of cranes varying from the very small sizes to a twenty-ton crane which was nine feet in length were shown. The plant visit was sponsored by the Elmira Area Chapter of the National Association of Cost Accountants. The firm later entertained the visitors at the Execu­tives Club and the students also had an opportunity to meet a few of the executives from other companies who were also visiting the plant.

Alumni Loyalty Fund To Be Launched

Preparations are virtually completed for the Ithaca College Alumni Loyalty Fund. The purpose of this fund, according to an alumni committee, will be to make the Alumni Office self-supporting.

Approximately $5000 annually will be needed to meet adequate expenses of the office, now deferred by the College. Contributions will be made in amounts of $1 to $5.

The Alumni Office has been organized as the Office of the Vice President, and has operated during the past year. The members of the College are now devoting part time services to the office. The office is to be run by Dr. Charles E. Haines, vice president; Mrs. Harold Jansen, director, and public relations.

Some of the current activities of the Alumni Office include printing and mailing three NEWS LETTER issues, issuing up-to-date class rosters and names and addresses of alumni by geographical areas, planning and supervision of the Annual Spring Reunion, in on-campus, maintenance of complete and accurate alumni files, and handling of extensive alumni correspondence.

Accounting Room Gets New Look

The new look has added to the Accounting Room in the School of Business. Forty new desks of steel and linoleum tops were installed on October 7. Although initial student reaction to the change was favorable, it is still desirable to have the students comfort in preservation. There is a definite improvement in appearance of the room which is now used as a classroom for shorthand, correspondence finance, and office machines.

Frosh Frolic For Early November

Plans are well under way for Frosh Frolic for November 5, which is sponsored by the W.C.C. These events will take place during the week of November 6. Frosh Frolic for November has been presented annually since 1928 by the freshmen girls with each department putting on a skit in competition for a cup. The winning group is chosen by members of the faculty, appointed by the W.C.C. on the basis of originality, quality of performance, and audience response.

Meetings were called last week and sophomore girls from the W.C.C. were appointed to take charge of the different departments. Beverly Thorne and Elizabeth Williams will direct Business Department, Arlene Fox and Dee Merill—Drama; Lois Fox, Terry Bernnard—Music; Marilyn Freedman—Physio­therapy; and Nancy Bush, Anne Wolcott—Physical Education. Ideas were discussed at these meet­ings and arrangements for admission to the frolics will be necessary to meet adequate returns.

During Freshman Week there will be Frosh Frolics for every department. Three sophomore men from each department will compete in this with the number of freshmen. If the lower classmen win they may discontinue wearing their "spuds."

Psychologist Horace Kalten to Give Lecture

This Sunday, at 3 P.M., Horace Kalten, Professor of Psychology at the New School for Social Research will speak in Bartlett Hall at Cornell.

Professor Kalten is lecturing in connection with his radio and television series The Relate Idea in Western Thought, should be of very special interest to prospective teachers in all fields.

A text, by the lecturer is recently completed, entitled The Edu­cation of Free Men. It will be published early next month by Farrar and Straus.

Faculty Offices Changed

There have been various changes in the location of offices of faculty members this year.

The Service Bureau is now located on the first floor of the Terrace Building across the street from the School of Business. The office of C. H. Winter is now at the 17½% of the Board of Trustees, at the New School for Social Research. The office formerly occupied by the Service Bureau is now used as a classroom for shorthand, correspondence finance, and office machines.

Student Directory Completed By Delta Kappa

Don Murray, Editor of the 1949 Ithaca College Student Directory, has announced that it will be ready for distribution by the end of next week.

The directory this year will contain addresses from Dr. Leonard B. Job, head of the Business Department; Dean of the General College; and E. G. Greaves, Dean of Women; a listing of all officers in Student Organizations; addresses and tele­phone numbers of all student organiza­tions, fraternities and sororities; athletic schedules for 1949-1950; last year's record of all teams; and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of faculty and student body members.

Assisting Don Murray on the staff are: Ed Frye, Assistant Editor; Bill Strahan and William M. Kuppers, Art Department managers; Dick Omer, publicity. (Continued on page 4)
Is Ithaca College Doomed?

The press release issued by the College Board of Trustees in dropping plans for the relocation of the College is a matter of great regret to the students who have built up hopes of a new campus of their own. It is, after all, the right of the Trustees to make these decisions. But there are two reasons for the action—no other adequate opportunity is available and the stated interest of Ithaca businessmen in retaining the College in Ithaca.

The first reason is understandable because of the large sum necessary to build a new campus. But the Trustees have not been forewarned of our plans, nor have they been consulted. Why should the Trustees pass up the opportunity of developing a new plant without any cost to them? Why should the faculty and their belief that nowhere else can they receive comparable facilities be disregarded? The money can, and doubtless will be wisely spent for we are fortunate in having a most capable chief executive, but it will make little difference to any of us. President Job indicated in an interview printed in the local papers that he must find the recent action understandable.

The second reason is not so easy to understand. Why should the Trustees refuse to provide the students with the opportunity of working with a new plant? To build a new plant is only a way of solving our plant limitations. Can they possibly think that we are not capable of appreciating a new plant? Perhaps it is not worth their while to provide us with a new plant.

We understand that the Trustees are concerned about the fact that much of our plant will be transferred to the new College in West Orange, but we do not understand why the Trustees should be concerned about this until the Trustees themselves are located in West Orange. Why should we be forbidden to work with a new plant? Can they possibly think that we will not appreciate it? We are not the only ones to enjoy the advantages which a new plant offers. The Trustees have also been the beneficiaries of any locally organized attempt to aid it. The College is certainly under no obligation to the Ithaca community. On the other hand, we are under no obligation to the community. Our only obligation is to the College and to all returned students. Ithaca College students have long suffered victims of the deplorable conditions in which they have been housed and instructed. They continue to come to and remain in Ithaca because of the excellent faculty and their belief that nowhere else can they receive comparable facilities. How can the Trustees expect us to do otherwise? It is not a question of whether we can afford to do otherwise, but whether we can do otherwise. The Trustees must understand that, because of the antiquated character of the College plant, it is necessary to spend more than twice as much per capita for operation and maintenance as is average among American Colleges. Why throw good money after bad money any longer than is absolutely necessary?

What is Ithaca College Doomed?:

Since the Trustees are only concerned with the immediate needs of the College, we must be content with the answer that we are not doomed. This is an encouraging thought. However, we must be always alert to the possibility that the Trustees may decide otherwise.

INTER-FRAT SPONSORS PARADE

Parade: A successful Inter-Frat tournament will be held Thursday, at the Ithaca College Coliseum, with the theme "The Great Gatsby." Dressed in flapper outfits, the Ithaca College students will parade through the streets of Ithaca. The parade will begin at 6 p.m. and will continue until 8 p.m.

Delta Phi Joins Forces

Naomi Roth, Delta Phi zeta president, has announced that the Delta Phi sorority and Alpha Xi Delta, a sorority on campus of the same name also in West Orange, New Jersey, will join forces. The Delta Phi's and Alpha Xi Delta's pledge classes will become one, with the new Delta Phi sorority. Delta Phi is one of the oldest sororities on campus, and Alpha Xi Delta is one of the newest.

African American Student

One of the newly initiated members is an African American student. She is a transfer student from Siena College, and she is very excited about her new sorority home. She has been welcomed by the current members, and they are looking forward to having her as a part of their community.

SAL Deliveries

Epithalon Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota has designed an extra special way to welcome all new Freshmen to Ithaca College and all returned students. They have decided to focus on the social aspect of new life in Ithaca. For this purpose, they have planned a series of events throughout the semester.

Delta Phi On The Cornell Stage

Delta Phi has been invited to perform at the Cornell stage. The sorority will be performing a dance routine that will feature classic tunes from the 1920s and 1930s. The performance will take place on November 10th.

Phi Mu To Have Smoker

Phi Mu has been invited to host a smoker night, which will be held in the Phi Mu house on November 15th. The event will feature live music, dancing, and refreshments.

Phi Delta Pledge

Phi Delta has been invited to pledge five new members. The pledges will be welcomed into the sorority at a formal ceremony on November 5th.

Order of Arrow Organizes

Order of Arrow has been invited to organize a special activity for the fraternity. The organization will be responsible for planning a series of events that will take place throughout the semester.

Ithaca College To Have Supplement

Ithaca College is planning to introduce a new supplement to its newspaper, the Ithaca College Chronicle. The supplement will feature articles on local news, campus events, and other topics of interest to the Ithaca community.

Foreign Students at I.C.

By William Briggs

Ever since my early, irresponsible days of playing hooky from school, I have been a great admirer of free thought and opposition to authority. While I have no direct evidence to support my belief that nowhere else can Ithaca College students receive comparable facilities, I have learned that the Declaration of Independence provides an indication that I.C. is not ready for such a venture. The three-month deadline may keep many a prospective composer from entering. But as they say in Brooklyn, no matter how much this year's harvest, just wait until next year.

COMPOSERS AT I.C. TO COMPETE

It is a known fact that most music students have finally decided to recognize their composers to a greater extent than using their diries for Scampers. The fine arts now encourage original talent with a pinch of cleverness, comment be be- tted. I sincerely hope this will not be a one-year attempt. The first year of such contests may show that the College's indication that I.C. is not ready for such a venture. The three-month deadline may keep many a prospective composer from entering. But as they say in Brooklyn, no matter how much this year's harvest, just wait until next year.

SCAMPERS SCAMPING ALONG

On Thursday, the committee on Scampers hashed out various ideas for the forthcoming production. A theme for the show was decided upon and the plans began to work out. It has unfortunately been Scampers' custom to always work past deadlines. This year an effort is being made to keep the show running smoothly. We may come out of the show a little bit earlier than usual.

Ithaca College on the Cornell Stage

For those who might be interested, Pete Gunnaisy is a member of the cast of Paul Osborn's "The Vinegar Tree." The show is being done this weekend at Cornell.

CAMPUS NOTES

Inter-Frat Sponsors Parade

Inter-Frat has held two meetings this fall at which almost everybody was present and covered many important topics. They wish to remind all students, especially freshmen, that to be eligible for membership to a sorority or fraternity on campus of the same name also in West Orange, New Jersey, work hard now and there should be no trouble in participating in this fine display of school spirit.

Delta Phi Joins Forces

Naomi Roth, Delta Phi zeta president, has announced that the Delta Phi sorority and Alpha Xi Delta, a sorority on campus of the same name also in West Orange, New Jersey, will join forces. The Delta Phi's and Alpha Xi Delta's pledge classes will become one, with the new Delta Phi sorority. Delta Phi is one of the oldest sororities on campus, and Alpha Xi Delta is one of the newest.

Phi Mu To Have Smoker

There are many new faces in the Phi Mu house this September. Five girls are moving into the Phi Mu house opening and dance for the entertainment of Theta Mu Alpha Raffle. The grand prize will be a 2 piece set of luggage, and entertainment or any other prize. Phi Mu started the new semester by recognizing their composers to a greater extent than using their diries for Scampers. The fine arts now encourage original talent with a pinch of cleverness, comment be be- tted. I sincerely hope this will not be a one-year attempt. The first year of such contests may show that the College's indication that I.C. is not ready for such a venture. The three-month deadline may keep many a prospective composer from entering. But as they say in Brooklyn, no matter how much this year's harvest, just wait until next year.
Kappa Gamma Holds Contests For Composers

Iota Chapter, Kappa Gamma Psi National Women's Fraternity, announced through their president, Mrs. Bruce Mortimer, that this chapter has instituted a musical composition contest to stimulate interest in music at Ithaca College. The contest will be an annual event and the winners will not be announced until their first performances at the fraternity's annual Two-Arts Recital. The contest rules are as follows:

1. The contest is open to all students of all departments of Ithaca College
2. The work must be a four-part male chorus composition (TTBB), sacred or secular, with or without pianoforte accompaniment, and setting of any suitable text, but oral performance is not acceptable.
3. Entries will be judged on the basis of originality, musical merit, expressions of style and text, and facility of performance.
4. Manuscripts must be signed or otherwise identified by the composer, unless anonymously accompanied by a plain sealed envelope bearing the pseudonym and address of the composer. No postpaid envelopes are accepted.
5. There will be no limitation of entries submitted but all such entries must be of the same high quality.
6. All manuscripts are to be submitted in ink. Any illegible manuscript - or work prepared with carbon paper - must be discarded.
7. All manuscripts become the property of Kappa Gamma Psi and are not returned.
8. Judges will be Dr. Conrad H. Patterson and Professor George King, Driscoll.
9. All entries must be submitted before November 15, 1949. All manuscripts must be postmarked by the date specified for the best interest of international theater.
10. There will be first prize will be a cash award of $50.00 and first performance on the Two-Arts Recital. Second prize will be first performance of the composition on the Two-Arts Recital.

I.C. Remains

(Continued from page 1)

Hello everybody. This is a new column and it'll be here in each issue of the ITHACAN to give you the news and views of our new broadcasting station, WITJ on your FM dial. I hope many of you have FM radios in order that you may hear the varied as well as interesting and entertaining programs soon to be presented by WITJ.

On October 16, members of the New York State Annual Community Theatre Conference greatly enjoyed a demonstration of radio production in studio A. The performance was conducted by Mr. Grollman and Mr. Ford of the Drama Department. During the past two years, staff members have conducted a series of meetings and workshops on the subject of radio production for students interested in broadcast journalism.

The faculty advisors for the year are Mary Campbell and Joseph F. Varney.

Membership is open to all Catholic students of the college. Mrs. Larsson has been re-elected president of the local chapter and she is very enthusiastic about the work to which she is carrying forward. Students will be turning out now that they are settled and adjusted to college life and the college will take place during the first two weeks of November. Initiation will be held November 16.

A gala hallowe'en party will be held October 31 at the college. This is a very popular and very interesting event. It is to be of one of the greatest social events of the year. Everyone is to be invited so watch for posters with the details!

Egbert To Have Dance

There will be a Hallowe'en Dance at Egbert Hall on October 31. The dance is under the sponsorship of the college radio station, WITJ. It is open to all members of the college community. The dance will begin at 8:00 P.M. and will continue until 1:00 A.M. There will be music by the college orchestra and refreshments will begin at 9:00 P.M. All Ithaca College men are invited.
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BOMBERS BATTLE DRAGONS TONIGHT

Radio Staff Chosen
Station Ready For Air
by Joel H. Telles

Gather round gang while I relay
To bring you great shows when we
Radio Staff Chosen
Station Ready For Air

Tape and Liniment
Visitng Ithaca again this weekend
will be Eddie Sawyer, who did
such a magnificent job of guiding
the Philadelphia Phillies into third
place in the National League. Wel­
come back Mr. Sawyer and may his
success continue as he seeks to
end the series in 4-H members.
On the other hand, the "Land of
Make Believe" is heard for the
small fry. However, if you want a
good chuckle, tune in every Friday
at 5:15. Last week's show was a
humorous, heart-warming
tale. Next week's show will
be of the station is operated for
the benefit and enjoyment of every­
one. I feel that you should know
the staff members. Without further
ado here they are:

Music Librarian
Chief Announcer: Peter Gumemy
Pep Band: Dick Wanamaker, David Cowger
Public Address: Andy McChesney
Calling the shots: Claire Heckman
Bill Mallia, Hal Jones
Radio Staff: Peter Gumemy, Claire Heckman,
Bill Mallia, Hal Jones
Continuity Editor: Joel Telles
Dick Wanamaker, David Cowger
Music Librarian
Rogar Poulasangel
Traffic managers:"Chic Lepmern
Kleenem Lewis
Studio Technicians: Don Dickem
Promotion: Don Dickem, Elmer Sergeant
On October 5th, a seminar was held in Studio "A" for the
members. The purpose was to acquaint the members
with the operation of the radio program. The seminar
was very ably conducted by Mr. Grotler, assisted by Bruce Pahser.
The cast of "Little Dusty One" was
on hand to give a "live" perfor­
ance before a recording of the show was
played.

Brockport Hill
And Dudes Victors
The Bomber hill and dulers were
beaten by the Brockport State
Teachers College runners in a cross-
country meet on the local course.
Saturday the runners go to Harris­
wick.
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THOMAS SARCHIOLO

I.C.

I.C. Awards

Beat Rochester 3-0
On October 15, the I.C. Soccer team
beaten the University of Rochester for its second game of the
season and its second victory, 3-0.
After a very slow first quarter without many scoring chances,
I.C. came to life in the second period to
a 2-0 home goal. After only 45 seconds had passed, Ben Sheri­
don shot a beautiful cross from his wing position to Ralph
Hufflin who in turn shot it by the goalie. This
gave our boys more chances than had been shown any previous season, and they
roamed back for a second goal at 8:20. This time
center Hanlon set up another
two for the tying goal. The rest of the period found I.C.
pressing Rochester as the half
ended.

The second half opened with the same pattern of the offensive. After
only 3 minutes and 14 seconds had
passed Carl Goffney made good on
-shot from Ben Sheridan, who
brough the ball down nicely and
helped set up this. This was the end of the scoring for the afternoon. Coach
Daviey started running in the
second team and they played on
even terms with the 1st team. For
the rest of the game.

I.C.

I.C. Awards

John Spencer

Co-Captains

THOMAS SARCHIOLO

I.C. Interdepartment
Bowling League Underway
Business I I Leads

A step toward a better spirit of
oneness among college departments
made this fall with the forma­
tion of the Ichabod College Bowling
League. The league consists of 21
teams from all except the drama de­
cartment. The league is novel in
that each team consists of three
members rather than the usual five.
A great deal of credit for the forma­
tion of the league must go to
Albert Kocyto, a business student,
whose idea and work brought about
its existence. The matches are
bowed each Wednesday evening at
5 p.m. on the Ithaca Bowling Cen­
ter lanes.

At the completion of three weeks
of competition the records show the
Ichabod Business I team in first place
with twelve points, followed closely by
the Delta Kappa I keggers with
eleven points.

Team Points
Business I 12
Delta Kappa I 11
Business II 10
Physio I 9
Physio II 9
Business IV 7

Bombers killed the second
time of the period found I.C. Kappa Psi Alpha
scored another goal at 4:45
time. this season Wilkes did get to the Ithaca 15
yard line after a spectacular
run. This time Wilkes threat­
ed once late in the game.

Frosh Loos
The Ichabod Freshman
team lost its opening game of the season to the Crown College of
Sauk Rapids, 14-0, in the first
period on October 5th.

Pre-GAME Rally
Interfraternity Runs Float
Parade Tonight.
Honor Cortlandt.